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VIBRATION DETECTOR 

This apparatus has been developed to accompany activities in the 'Seismology' and 'Sound' booklets 
published by the Science Enhancement Programme. For details on how to obtain copies, see the 
information at the end of this leaflet. The apparatus provides a simple introduction for students to see 
how a seismometer works, as something that records vibrations. It can also be used to demonstrate 
how an electro-acoustic microphone works. 
 
The vibration detector is provided with an 
extension lead (3.5 mm plug and socket) to 
enable it to be plugged into a computer. It is 
designed to be used with a computer running 
software than can record and edit sound, for 
example, Audacity (free, open source software). 
You can find further details about this in the 
accompanying leaflet ‘Downloading and using the 
Audacity software’. 

 
 

DETECTING VIBRATIONS 

Seismometers detect the vibrations produced by 
earthquakes. If the ground moves underneath a 
mass that is not fixed, the mass will tend to stay 
where it is and let the ground move underneath it. 
Electro-acoustic microphones work in a similar 
manner detecting the vibrations caused by sound 
waves. 
 
The vibration detector consists of a powerful 
magnet suspended at the edge of a coil. When 
placed on a bench, and the bench tapped, the 
vibrations make the coil move relative to the 
magnet. This induces a changing voltage that can 
be stored and analysed using a computer. Plug 
the coil output into the computer microphone 
socket and use the sound editing software to 
display the signal from the detector. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

CAUTION: 
 

The strong magnetic fields produced by supermagnets 
may adversely affect some equipment that relies on 
electromagnetic effects for correct and safe operation. 
Take care to keep supermagnets away from devices 
such as heart pacemakers, hearing aids, watches, 
identity and bank cards, personal organisers, audio 
equipment, computer hardware (particularly disks and 
screens) and similar electronic apparatus. 

 

Other related practical 
resources and copies of 
the SEP publication 
Light and matter: models 
and applications can be 
purchased from Mindsets 
www.mindsetsonline.co.uk 

 

Visit the SEP website for 
information on how to become 
an SEP Associate and how to 
obtain the downloadable 
curriculum resources. 
www.sep.org.uk 

 


